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0.1 The Statement of Community 
Involvement is intended to provide a 
summary of the approach Grosvenor 
Properties (hereafter referred to as 
Grosvenor) has taken to engage with the 
local community on its proposals for the 
‘South Molton Triangle’ over a two year 
period, and explain how the phases of 
consultation and feedback have helped 
to shape the planning application for the 
redevelopment of the site. A full description 
of the site and Application is outlined in 
Section 1.1 below.

0.2 The engagement process started at an 
early stage, by researching the area and its 
communities and opening-up a dialogue with 
the local stakeholders with a focus on local 
needs. This first phase of engagement also 
sought to introduce Grosvenor’s initial ideas 
for the site, outlining the history and heritage 
of the site, its current character and discuss 
the site strategy, uses and potential public 
benefits which could be delivered through 
its regeneration. This allowed Grosvenor to 
seek feedback on the key principles for the 
site in order to ensure that they aligned as 
much as possible with local priorities, before 
then demonstrating how the feedback had 
shaped the emerging proposals and public 
benefits through the subsequent phases of 
consultation.

0.3 To ensure a thorough and 
comprehensive engagement strategy, 
Grosvenor has used a range of consultation 
methods including:

• A project website  
www.southmoltontriangle.com 

• More than 40 briefings with local 
stakeholders including resident groups, 
amenity societies and ward councillors  

• Three public exhibitions, including:

 - 2 public drop ins attended by c.161 
people 

 - 1 online exhibition due to Covid-19, 
supported by printed content 

• Regular communications to 1,494 

addresses in the local area, including:

 - 5 project updates

 - 3 invitations to the public exhibitions 

 - A Guide to the Proposals 

• Four online surveys hosted by 
Commonplace

• Three online discussion sessions

0.4 Throughout the engagement process 
over the past 2 years, many have responded 
positively to various details of the proposals 
as they have evolved.

• At the first consultation (July 2018) 92% 
of people stated that they would visit the 
South Molton Triangle.

• At the second consultation (January 
2019), 95% of people agreed that 
the South Molton Triangle would be a 
positive addition to Mayfair.

• At the third consultation (April/May 
2020) 93% of respondents supported 
the proposals for the South Molton 
Triangle. 

Across the briefings and public drop-ins 
there were very few dissenting voices and 
no significant opposition to the proposals. 
The majority of questions and concerns at 
the early phases of consultation focused 
around a need for further information, which 
were responded to through subsequent 
engagement.

0.5 Throughout the phases of consultation 
and ongoing dialogue, Grosvenor has 
sought to address and respond to feedback 
received from the local community. This has 
included changes to the proposals such as:

• Improving existing pedestrian routes 
through the area, including the 
pavements along Davies Street and 
Brook Street

• Setting back the new North Block behind 
the original Blomfield façade at 1-8 
Davies Mews.

• Removing the pedestrian galleries within 

Executive Summary
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the new North Block that connected South Molton Lane & Davies Mews to Davies Street 
to accommodate a wider range of uses.

• Reducing the height of the South Block by one storey to seven storeys above ground 
floor.  

• Retaining the character of Davies Street and Brook Street by incorporating the façade 
of 56 Davies Street and Brookfield House (44-48 Davies Street and 62 and 64 Brook 
Street) into the design. This means carefully dismantling and reconstructing the façade 
using the original materials. 

• Including affordable and private homes in the proposals.

A full summary of the feedback and overview of how the proposals for the South Molton 
Triangle have evolved to reflect this is given in Section 4. 

0.6 As a long-term property owner and stakeholder with long-standing relations with the 
local community, Grosvenor remains committed to engaging with the local community and 
local stakeholders through the application process and thereafter, upon receipt of planning 
permission and listed buildings consents. 

Local engagement would continue throughout the planning process and into the future, 
during construction phases and management of a redeveloped South Molton Triangle. 
Ongoing dialogue will be maintained through printed project updates, the dedicated project 
website, and the establishment of a Community Liaison Group.
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1.1 Description of development 

Planning permission is sought for:

“Part demolition, new buildings and alterations to existing buildings 
comprising: redevelopment of 60 Brook Street; redevelopment behind 
retained façade at 48, 50, 56 and 58 Brook Street;  redevelopment 
behind retained and partially reconstructed façade at 52-54 Brook 
Street; refurbishment with alterations and addition of turret and gables 
at 40-46 Brook Street and 40 South Molton Lane; redevelopment 
behind retained street elevations and front roof at 1-8 Davies Mews 
and 28-30 South Molton Lane; refurbishment and alterations at 50 
Davies Street; refurbishment with alterations and partial demolition and 
redevelopment of upper floors at 52-54 Davies Street; redevelopment 
behind reconstructed and extended facade at 56 Davies Street and 
Brookfield House (44-48 Davies Street and 62 and 64 Brook Street); part 
demolition of ground floor and refurbishment at 10 South Molton Street; 
refurbishment and alterations at 15 – 25, 27 and 42 South Molton Street; 
to provide a development of up to 9 storeys including Class B1, Class 
A1 and A3, Class A4, and Class A4 with sui generis, Class C3, Class D1 
and Class C1 uses, improvements to public realm and pedestrian routes, 
servicing, ancillary plant and storage, cycle parking and other associated 
works”

1.2 Listed Building Consent is sought for:

i. 50-54 Davies Street 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Partial demolition to upper 
floors to 52-54 Davies Street behind street elevation. Internal and 
external alterations, refurbishment and reinstatement works to 50 
and 52-54 Davies Street, and other associated works.”

ii. 40-46 Brook Street and 40 South Molton Lane 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Reinstatement of historical 
features, internal and external alterations and localised fabric 
removal, installation of corner turret and side gables, and other 
associated works.”

iii. 1-8 Davies Mews and 28-30 South Molton Lane 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Demolition of interior and rear 
walls, enhancement of street elevations and front roofs at 1-8 Davies 
Mews, and other associated works.”

iv. 10 South Molton Street 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Demolition of later rear addition 
to create a ground floor opening and passageway from South Molton 
Lane to South Molton Street, internal and external alterations, 
shopfront and façade improvements, fenestration enhancements, 
and other associated works.” 

1. Introduction
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v. 15-21 South Molton Street 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Reconfiguration to rear ground 
floor elevations for access to South Molton Lane, alterations to upper 
floors to accommodate residential use, reinstatement of historical 
features on first and second floors, repair work to historical staircases 
and reinstatement of balustrades, some reconfiguration of ground 
floor and basement layouts, and other associated works.”

vi. 24 and 25 South Molton Street 
 
Listed building consent is sought for: “Reconfiguration to rear ground 
floor elevations for access to South Molton Lane, alterations to upper 
floors to accommodate residential use, reinstatement of historical 
features on first and second floors, repair work to historical staircases 
and reinstatement of balustrades, some reconfiguration of ground 
floor and basement layouts, and other associated works.”

1.3 Policy Context for the consultation 

1.3.1 Grosvenor’s approach to community engagement and consultation 
is consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework (2019) and The 
Localism Act (2011). It also exceeds the requirements specified in the City 
of Westminster’s Statement of Community Involvement (initially adopted 
in 2007, revised and adopted in June 2014). 

1.3.2 The National Planning Policy Framework was amended in February 
2019 and advocates effective community involvement at all stages of the 
planning process.

1.3.3 The proposals place emphasis and obligation on Grosvenor as 
a promoter of this major development scheme to consult prior to 
submitting an application. 

1.3.4 The coalition Government introduced comprehensive reform of the 
planning process with particular reference to the role that local people will 
play within it. The proposals place emphasis and obligation on Grosvenor 
of (major) development schemes to consult prior to submitting a planning 
application.

The National Planning Policy Framework states (at 
paragraphs 39 and 40) that:

“Early engagement has significant potential to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
planning application system for all parties. Good 
quality pre-application discussion enables better 
coordination between public and private resources 
and improved outcomes for the community.  […] 
They (Local Authorities) should also, where they 
think this would be beneficial, encourage any 
applicants who are not already required to do so 
by law to engage with the local community before 
submitting their applications; and the more issues 
that can be resolved at pre-application stage, the 
greater the benefits.”
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1.3.5 The Localism Act 2011 proposes a requirement on prospective 
applicants to consult communities prior to the submission of planning 
application. This requires that:

• Prospective applicants/developers must consult communities and 
make arrangements for publicity before submitting certain planning 
applications, having regard to any advice that their local planning 
authority may provide;

• They must consider any responses that they receive before they 
finalise their proposals and submit their applications; and

• When submitting their applications, they must provide evidence 
of how they have consulted the local community, what comments 
they have received, and how they have taken those comments into 
account. 

1.3.6 Westminster City Council, in its Statement of Community 
Involvement (SCI) 2014, states (at paragraph 8.1) that: 

“For large scale proposals where there is no legal requirement to consult, 
the Council agrees with the suggestion in the National Planning Policy 
Framework that it should strongly encourage developers to involve the 
local community from an early stage. 

This may take a variety of forms such as local exhibitions, public 
meetings, circulation of leaflets or the creation of a well-publicised 
dedicated website, including a facility to make comments. The Council 
urges that the community become involved at an early stage: 

Firstly, views should be sought from interested groups on what may be 
appropriate for a Site so that these comments can, wherever possible, be 
taken on board before the proposals are drawn up.

And then followed up by seeking further views…on the evolving proposals 
before a planning application is submitted, so that changes can be made 
in response before submission, and also so that people are already aware 
of the background and the proposals when we carry out consultations on 
the application. 

The City Council expects a supporting report to be submitted, where an 
applicant has arranged some community involvement 
prior to making a planning application. 

The report should:

Set out the type of community involvement undertaken, 
the views expressed, and the changes made by The 
Applicant in response; if no changes have been made, the 
report should explain why not.”

The City Council believes early information, consultation 
and discussion with neighbours or others affected by a 
development will ease the planning process. 

1.3.7 The approach to consultation adopted for the 
Proposed Development is consistent with the National 
Planning Policy Framework and The Localism Act 2011. 
It also meets the requirements specified in Westminster 
City Council’s Statement of Community Involvement.
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2.1 Aims and Objectives 

2.1.1 Over the past two years, Grosvenor has been committed to 
undertaking an extensive, ongoing consultation and collaboration with the 
local community, including immediate neighbours and stakeholders prior 
to submitting the application for the redevelopment of the South Molton 
Triangle to Westminster City Council.  

As a long-term property owner in Mayfair, Grosvenor recognises that it 
has a responsibility, through its ongoing stewardship and management of 
its properties, to build-upon and enhance its relationships with the local 
community wherever possible. Grosvenor has sought to achieve this by 
leading the engagement themselves in order to further strengthen existing 
relationships whilst also building new ones with the local community. 

The approach for South Molton Triangle has comprised of three phases 
of consultation, with each phase seeking to achieve a comprehensive 
programme of engagement with existing residents, all immediate and 
impacted neighbours, resident groups, business and amenity societies, and 
local Ward Councillors. 

Grosvenor is committed to an on-going dialogue that will continue 
throughout the planning process and into the long-term future of the 
neighbourhood. Grosvenor will continue to listen to local aspirations for the 
area and ensure their ongoing role seeks to best serve the community. 

2.1.2 Grosvenor has for many years been particularly focused on creating 
best practice in urban regeneration and community consultation. Grosvenor 
has set four commitments to guide the process, and ensure they work more 
collaboratively and authentically with people who live, work and visit the 
places in which their projects are located. 

• We will listen and learn. Start by understanding how a place is currently 
used by different people, before identifying shared ambitions for future 
needs. Introducing the team, developing relationships and starting the 
dialogue at an early stage in the development process. 

• We will make it easy to participate. Asking people how they would like 
to be involved and then offering a range of ways for people to participate 
that will reach existing and new audiences, including young people. 
Ensuring that everyone has the opportunity to understand the proposals 
in ‘jargon-free’ English and have their questions answered. 

• We will open ourselves up. Sharing information clearly and consistently, 
presenting a transparent process and reporting back on how feedback 
has been incorporated. Phasing the consultation alongside the different 
stages of the design process so that the project can evolve in light of the 
responses received. 

2. Approach to 
community engagement 
and consultation 
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• We will be accountable. Being clear about our ambitions, setting 
priority outcomes with the community and then asking them whether 
they think we have achieved them. Generating a dialogue rather than a 
one-way process; as with all good conversations they require listening, 
understanding and the development of trust. 

As part of this approach, Grosvenor has been able to build upon its existing 
network and long-standing relationships with local stakeholders, including 
many residents, business owners and amenity groups in the Mayfair area as 
well as building new ones.

2.1.3 This approach has brought together a range of different interests to 
help shape Grosvenor’s aspiration to ensure a thriving and more welcoming 
place, supported by a set of principles that were identified in response to 
local aspirations to:

• Create a sense of arrival to the West end and Mayfair;

• Improve the public spaces through high-quality paving, seating, 
landscaping and lighting;

• Respect the location and heritage, celebrating the varied character of 
Mayfair;

• Increase connectivity with the surrounding area and signpost new routes;

• Ensure accessibility for all – welcoming residents, workers and visitors; 

• Introduce new planting and trees wherever possible;

• Reduce the impact of servicing, delivery and waste vehicles;

• Create new employment space and a range of job opportunities; 

• Positively address some of the challenges and pressures facing the West 
End; and

• Align with the planning and policy context at a regional, City and 
neighbourhood level.



2.2 Consultation and engagement methodology 

The consultation was delivered through a number of activities between July 
2018 and May 2020.

2.2.1 Personal contact and briefings of people in the community: Grosvenor 
reached out to local stakeholders either in advance of or in the early stages 
of each consultation to  ensure a full understanding and discussion of the 
consultation process, the aspirations behind, and the details of what was to 
be shared at each stage of consultation.  

2.2.2 Public drop-ins and exhibitions: the public exhibitions provided 
Grosvenor with the opportunity to meet with the community and understand 
their feedback on the proposals. It also allowed members of the public 
to meet with the team and ask any questions they may have. The public 
exhibitions allowed both Grosvenor and members of the community to share 
information from both sides. The nature of the content was dependent upon 
the phase in the design process. 

 - In the initial phase (July 2018), the focus was for Grosvenor to present 
the overarching principles of our aspirations for the South Molton 
Triangle and to understand the existing neighbourhood and community 
and determine the local needs. 

 - In phase two (January 2019) the draft masterplan and emerging 
designs were shared for discussion and comment, including a diagram 
to show the heights of buildings to ensure full transparency. 

 - The detailed designs and proposed mix of uses as well as the updated 
building heights was shared at the third phase of consultation (April/
May 2020). The third phase of engagement was presented to the 
public via the website and through printed communications due to 
Covid-19 restrictions. Briefings also took place over the phone and via 
video call.  

2.2.3 Feedback forms and online surveys: each phase of engagement 
provided the opportunity to collect and record the views from a large 
number of individuals and interested parties. During the second and third 
consultations, the feedback collected at the previous phase was presented 
and an explanation given as to how the emerging proposals had responded 
to it. 

 2.2.3.1 Feedback form: at each phase in the consultation, printed 
feedback forms were available to record ideas and comments see Appendix 
4, 7 and 10. These were supplemented by the outcomes of individual 
discussions, with additional opportunity to leave comments via the project’s 
website or through email. 

 2.2.3.2 Online survey hosted by commonplace: traditional face to 
face consultation methods were complemented by digital methods including 
an online survey hosted by commonplace. The format and questions evolved 
to reflect the stage of the proposals. 

 2.2.3.3 Online youth survey: ‘Young Mayfair’ is an online survey 
that Grosvenor have launched in partnership with the Young Westminster 
Foundation to understand young people’s perceptions of the area with the 
aim of making Mayfair more welcoming and engaging for young people. This 
conversation will continue over the summer, post-submission, when young 
people will be invited to discuss the key priorities that emerge from the 
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survey and test Grosvenor’s plans for the area including specific projects 
relating to the South Molton Triangle such as the public arts strategy.  

2.2.4 Printed communications. Project bulletins and invitations were 
distributed to 1,494 addresses in the neighbourhood as well as other 
known stakeholders in advance of each phase of consultation, and at 
regular intervals to update people on activity in the area. The distribution 
area for printed communications undertaken during each phase of 
consultation was defined by key local boundaries including Oxford Street 
to the north, New Bond Street, Grosvenor Street and North Audley Street. 
See Appendix 2.  

2.2.5 Project website: the South Molton Triangle website (www.
southmoltontriangle.com) provides easy access to a wide range of up to 
date information about the project. The website also has an archive of 
documents to download, so it is possible to easily see the evolution of the 
project and understand the changes made as a result of the consultation 
process. There was also the opportunity to give comments during each 
phase of consultation and the contact details of the team were also 
provided so questions about the proposals could be asked at any time. 

2.2.6 Social media: active social media has also promoted each phase of 
consultation and invited interested parties to visit the consultation event, 
the project website and the online briefings. This has also been promoted 
by relevant local social media accounts, such as by the New West End 
Company.  This approach has included paid social media advertisements 
as part of the third phase of consultation. 

2.2.7 Email address: throughout the process, an e-mail address, 
southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com, was supplied to the local 
community and managed by the Applicant, providing further information 
to residents, businesses and stakeholders on request, whilst also 
facilitating the arrangement of 1 to 1 meetings as requested. 

2.2.7 Phone number: following restrictions against face-to-face contact 
during the Covid-19 outbreak, a dedicated project phone number was 
established as an additional form of direct communication with the team.  

2.2.8 Online discussion sessions: a series of three online briefings were 
held during the third phase of consultation, where interested parties could 
join a presentation from representatives of the design team or specialist 
consultants and post questions, that were then posed by a moderator. 
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2.3 Local Stakeholders

The following local stakeholders have been consulted throughout the consultation 
process and briefed on the dates listed in the table. Many of these conversations 
continue to be ongoing and these are marked in the table by a *. 
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Category Organisation / 
Individual

Remit Dates Briefed in 
Phase 1

Date Briefed in 
Phase 2

Date Briefed in 
Phase 3

Political Cllr Jonathan 
Glanz

West End ward 
councillor

10 July 2018 21 January 2019 17 February 2020

Cllr Tim Barnes* West End ward 
councillor

26 July 2018 17 February 2020

Cllr Pancho 
Lewis*

West End ward 
councillor

7 March 2019 (Cllr 
Dimoldenberg 
also attended)

Invitations 
extended and 
briefing packs 
shared

Invitations 
extended and 
briefing packs 
shared

Cllr Richard 
Beddoe 
 
Cllr Gotz 
Mohindra

Cabinet Member 
for Placeshaping 
& Planning 2018 – 
2020

Chairman of 
Planning 2018 – 
2019

25 July 2018 6 November 2019 Not in post

Cllr Matthew 
Green 
 
Cllr Robert Rigby

Cabinet Member 
for Business & 
Planning

Chairman of 
Planning

 Not in post Not in post 29 May 2020

Local 
Stakeholders

Chair* / Members 
of the Residents 
Society of Mayfair 
& St James

Statutory 
consultee amenity 
society

26 June 2018 5 November 2018
15 January 2019

22 April 2020
9 June 2020

Chair* / Senior 
Member*/ 
Members of the 
Mayfair Residents 
Group

Statutory 
consultee amenity 
society

5 July 2018
16 August 2018
28 November 
2018

22 January 2019
13th March 2019

20 February 2020
5 March 2020
28 April 2020

Chair / Leader*/ 
Members of 
the Mayfair 
Neighbourhood 
Forum

Adopted 
Neighbourhood 
Plan with Planning 
and Public Realm 
Sub Committee

26 July 2018 17 December 
2018

9 March 2020
14 May 2020

Chair* / Members 
of the Grosvenor 
Mayfair Residents 
Association

Residents 
Association 
representing 
properties in 
north Mayfair

2 July 2018 15 January 2019 24 April 2020
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Category Organisation / 
Individual

Remit Dates Briefed in 
Phase 1

Date Briefed in 
Phase 2

Date Briefed in 
Phase 3

Neighbouring 
Businesses, 
Property 
Owners & 
Organisations

The Corporation 
of London*

Major property 
owner on South 
Molton Street

3 May 2018 17 January 2019 27 April 2020

Browns Neighbourhood 
commercial 
tenant

18 July 2018 Invitations 
extended for a 
briefing

CEO* / 
representatives 
of the New West 
End Company

Business 
Improvement 
District for the 
area

19 July 2018 Further briefing 
offered in January 
2019

10 March 2020
11 May 2020

Representatives 
of Transport 
for London 
as statutory 
consultee

Major property 
owner / 
responsible for 
delivering and 
operating Bond 
Street tube and 
Elizabeth Line 
station

25 July 2018 Further briefing 
offered in January 
2019

4 March 2020

Representatives 
of Claridge’s Hotel

Major long-
standing hotel on 
Brook Street

3 October 2018 6 February 2019 Briefings offered 
in May & June 
2020

Norges Owners of West 
One / Bond Street 
Over Station

18 December 
2019

22 May 2020

The Blake Society Tenant in South 
Molton Street

21 December 
2018

Included in 
subsequent 
circulations

Included in 
subsequent 
circulations

Existing 
Occupiers 
on /next to 
the Site / 
Incumbent 
Tenants

Grays Antiques* Tenant at 58 
Davies Street 

2 July 2018 21 January 2019 Virtual briefing 
offered in May 
2020

The Running 
Horse Pub*

Public House at 
50 Davies Street

5 July 2018 14 January 2019 29 April 2020

Statutory 
Consultee

Historic England 1 August 2018 24 January 2019
13 February 2019 
15 November 
2019

24 April 2020
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3.1 Phase 1: Summer 2018 

 
3.1.1 Objectives of phase

The objective of the first phase of consultation was to introduce Grosvenor to those 
that may be unfamiliar with their ownership in the local area whilst outlining their 
vision for the South Molton Triangle.  The objective for Grosvenor was also to outline 
the history of the site whilst introducing the context of the local area.  At this early 
stage in the development of ideas, Grosvenor wanted to provide the headlines of 
their ambitions and the opportunities for the future of the South Molton Triangle, and 
to hear the views of the local community on these ambitions and opportunities and 
seek their ideas to help shape Grosvenor’s proposals. 

3.1.2 Consultation methods and materials 

3. A phased consultation 
This section outlines the objectives, methodology and a summary of 
the quantitative and qualitative feedback which has been received 
through each of the three phases of consultation.

Method and material Approach taken

Printed communications Invitation distributed to c.1,500 homes on 
6 July 2018. See Appendix 1. This was also 
emailed to known local stakeholders.

Project website www.southmoltontriangle.com launched on 
16 July 2018. 

It hosted the drop-in content, downloadable 
feedback form, links to the online map 
hosted by Commonplace and contact details 
for the project team.
It was visited 1,281 times during the 
consultation period. 

Briefings with local stakeholders A series of briefings took place between 
May and August 2018 to introduce people to 
the vision and principles of the South Molton 
Triangle. See section 2.3.

Public drop-ins This took place at 10 South Molton Street on:  

• 17 July 2018 – 9:00 and 15:00
• 19 July 2018 – 15:30 and 19:30
• 21 July 2018 – 10:00 and 16:00 

A total of 86 people attended. 

It was staffed by Grosvenor, Hopkins 
(the Architects), and George Cochrane 
Associates (Community engagement 
consultant). 
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Social media Grosvenor promoted the website, drop-in 
events and survey through their Twitter and 
LinkedIn pages.

Film or other visuals A ‘walk around’ film was produced of the 
area as it is today so that people could 
visualise the key characteristics of Mayfair, 
as well as the opportunities and challenges 
the area faces. Available here:  
https://youtu.be/l041LPZV8Ek

Online survey An interactive map of the area hosted 
by Commonplace was used to collect 
information about the area today. People 
were asked the share their views on what 
they liked, disliked or wanted to be improved. 

It was visited 390 times and comments were 
received by 17 people.  

Available at: https://southmoltontriangle.
commonplace.is/.

Feedback form Grosvenor wanted to understand the 
community’s relationship with the area, 
including what they felt was currently 
missing. Respondents were also asked to 
share feedback on the initial vision and 
principles for the South Molton Triangle, as 
well as Grosvenor’s approach to engagement 

25 responses were received. 
A copy of the feedback form can be seen in 
Appendix 4.

3.1.3 Information that was shared

The exhibition included information on: 

• Where the South Molton Triangle is and the rationale for addressing the future of 
this area, including its current limitations and opportunities. People were asked to 
share comments on this via the online map. 

• Changing context of the West End and Mayfair, including rising population, 
shortfall in employment space and impact of poor-quality environments on our 
health and well-being.

• Policy context including the draft London Plan (2017), Westminster City Plan 
(2016) and Mayfair Neighbourhood Plan (2018).

• Grosvenor’s vision for Mayfair, including other key locations such as Grosvenor 
Square and South Molton Street, demonstrating that the South Molton Triangle 
as part of a wider vision for the area.

• Initial vision and guiding principles for the South Molton Triangle, and how it 
responds to policy and future challenges. 

• Initial masterplan and indicative mix of uses. 

• Early design principles and ambition for the architectural approach.
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• Information on the process and high-level timings. Details about how to share ideas or 
suggestions with the team, including:

 - Talking to the team in person or via email; 

 - Leaving a comment on the online map hosted by commonplace; and

 - Completing a feedback form. 

The drop-in display was made available to download from the project website and printed copies 
were also available for people to take away.  A copy of the materials can be seen in Appendix 3. 

3.1.3: Summary of responses

Feedback on the initial vision, principles and emerging masterplan was positive. There was 
widespread recognition that the area needed investment and improvement. People were also 
encouraged by the ambition to improve connectivity through the area, the retention of listed 
buildings and retained use of Gray Antiques at 58 Davies Street and the Running Horse Pub at 50 
Davies Street. 

• Do you think you will visit the South Molton Triangle?

 - Yes – 92% of responses. No view - 8% of responses.

• Do you support the proposed mix of uses?

 - Yes – 100% of responses 

• When asked what people wanted to see included in the area the results were:

 - Places to eat or drink (18) 
 - Greenery (14)
 - Seating (13)
 - Improved air quality (11)
 - Better lighting (10)
 - Pedestrian zones (9)
 - Security cameras (8)
 - Public art (8)
 - Better signage (8)  

The following quotes have been taken from the 25 Feedback Forms that were received during the 
first phase of consultation: 

What is it that you particularly like?

• “The drive to make Mayfair better equipped to meet the demands of the future. Population, 
traffic, economic growth”
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• “Revitalise an underused/tired piece of London. New shops on the lane. Wider 
pavements/more permeable”

• “Better retail, uses, more interesting gf [ground floor] uses”

What would you like to see included in the plans?

• “More accessible F&B. Flexible ‘pop up’ space similar to music rooms. Greener 
streets.”

• “Al fresco dining. SML [South Molton Lane] is very under-loved for how busy it is. 
Green space”

What aspects, if any cause, you concern?

• “Needs to be careful how it deals with Xrail [Crossrail] arrivals, 225,000 a day!”

• “No resi[dential]”

Whilst people were pleased to be consulted at an early stage of the development 
process, consultees also were keen to see more information and as a result further 
queries and concerns focused around the need for additional detail in matters such 
as design (including proposed scale of buildings), servicing and construction.

A full overview of the feedback received throughout the consultation, and 
Grosvenor’s response, is outlined in Section 4. 



Method and material Approach taken

Printed communications Invitation distributed to c.1,500 homes on 14 
January 2019. See Appendix 5.  
This was also emailed to local stakeholders 
and the mailing list of people that had signed 
up in Phase 1.

Project website Updated to include exhibition content, link to 
the online survey and contact details for the 
project team. 

It was visited 2,700 times between the end 
of the first and second consultations.

Briefings with local stakeholders A series of briefings took place between No-
vember 2018 and February 2019 to update 
people on the emerging proposals and ask 
for feedback. See section 2.3.

Public drop-ins This took place at 1-8 Davies Mews on:  

• 29 January 2019 - 8:00 and 14:00
• 30tJanuary 2019 - 12:00 and 15:00, and 
• 31 January 2019 -  15:00 and 20:00. 

A total of 75 people attended.

It was staffed by Grosvenor, Hopkins (the Ar-
chitects), WSP (Transport consultants), DIA 
(Heritage consultant) and George Cochrane 
Associates (Community engagement con-
sultant).

3.1.4 Ongoing communications

In November 2018, Grosvenor sent out a Project Bulletin to the distribution 
area via hand delivery as well as to the mailing list of people that had signed up 
to updates at phase 1. This gave a brief overview of what was shown at the first 
public drop-in exhibition and provided a summary of the feedback Grosvenor 
had received. The document also updated the community on the next steps and 
the second phase of consultation.  
 

3.2. Phase 2: Winter 2018/19

3.2.1 Objectives of Phase 2

The objectives of the second phase of consultation were to recap on the first 
phase of engagement, explain how Grosvenor had responded to feedback, as 
well as to introduce the emerging proposals including the massing and design, 
the proposed mix of uses and the emerging plans for the public spaces for 
feedback by consultees. Grosvenor also sought to explain the emerging public 
benefits for the local area which it would deliver through the redevelopment of 
the site and explain how the proposals related to the vision for Mayfair.  

3.2.2 Methods and materials used
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Social media Grosvenor promoted the website, drop-in 
events and survey through their Twitter and 
LinkedIn pages.

Film or other visuals A series of indicative sketches of key 
locations were used and a diagram with the 
proposed building heights to ensure full 
transparency.
 
A fly-through film of the 3D model was also 
produced to give a feel of what it could be 
like to walk through the South Molton Trian-
gle. Available at: https://youtu.be/PqWqysN-
jRXw 

Online survey 
 
 
 
 
Feedback form

An online survey and hard-copy feedback 
form were produced to collect feedback 
on the overall proposals as well as specific 
areas such as:

 - Public spaces
 - Mix of uses
 - Design of buildings, including proposed 

heights
 - Key locations 

The printed feedback form (see Appendix 4) 
was designed to mirror the online survey so 
that the responses via hard copy could be 
logged onto the commonplace platform. This 
can be accessed at https://thesouthmolton-
triangle.commonplace.is/ (archived propos-
als).

The survey was visited 300 times and 
comments were received from a total of 30 
people. 

3.2.3 Information that was shared

The exhibition included the following information: 

• What you have told us so far: including a summary of the feedback received 
during the first phase of consultation, and a Q&A detailing some of the questions 
raised during the previous phase of consultation

• The context for the South Molton Triangle: including Grosvenor’s vision and 
ambition for the site and how they planned to achieve that vision

• Improving public space: including how Grosvenor’s approach has been 
informed by several principles. It also detailed how Grosvenor are studying and 
understanding the existing public space.

• A brief history of the South Molton Triangle: including a timeline detailing key 
events in the site’s history (this is also on display on a hoarding along South 
Molton Lane as outlined in 3.2.4).

• Updated masterplan: including the feedback received from the previous round of 
consultation and how the masterplan had changed in response to this; the scale 
of the proposed buildings and the rationale behind this and a breakdown of what 
was being proposed at key locations within the site
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• Four key aspects of the proposals: Economy and employment and how the 
proposals will benefit this; the mix of uses Grosvenor were proposing on 
site (office, housing and retail); temporary uses and how Grosvenor plan to 
prevent certain units sitting vacant; management and the steps Grosvenor 
will take to manage the site and protect local amenity

• Next Steps and contact details 

3.2.3 Summary of responses:

Feedback from the second phase of consultation was broadly positive on the 
more detailed masterplan and vision for the site. Feedback was extremely 
positive in regard to the steps Grosvenor had taken to make sure the proposed 
buildings are respectful to the character of the area. Support also focused on 
the mix of uses Grosvenor were proposing to introduce within the site. 

• 95% agreed that the South Molton Triangle would be a positive addition to 
Mayfair

• 90% agreed that the proposed buildings were respectful of the listed 
buildings in the area

• 86% agreed that the set back on the Mews was successful in retaining the 
character of the listed façade; 7% do not; and 7% have no view

• 76% liked the heights of the buildings; 10% did not like the heights; and 14% 
had no view

The following quotes have been taken from the 30 feedback forms that were 
received during the second phase of consultation: 

 “Are there any other improvements you would like to see?”

• “More greenery.”

• “The area has retail but would be useful to have innovative outlets.” 

• “Like that it makes the area accessible.”

“What is it that you particularly like?’

• “The permeability created between lanes and restaurant cluster.”

• “Quality of environment, scale of buildings, retention of façades and 
activation of Lane/Davies Mews.”

“Are there any improvements you would like to see?”

• “As someone who works at 58 Davies Street, I am 
concerned about having access to our parking in 
South Molton Lane.”

• “Some more outside seating areas”

A full overview of the feedback received throughout the 
consultation, and Grosvenor’s response is outlined in 
Section 4.  
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3.2.4 Ongoing communications

In between the second and third phase of consultation, Grosvenor sent out Project 
Bulletins in February 2019, September 2019 and December 2019. These updated the 
community with the progress of the proposals for the South Molton Triangle as well 
as ongoing activity in the local area such as the meanwhile uses or events.

In April 2019, Grosvenor installed artwork on the hoardings that cover the windows 
of the mews buildings along South Molton Lane. This included a timeline that gives a 
brief history of the area and promoted the project website. A copy of this timeline is 
available at: southmoltontriangle.com/history 
 

3.3 Phase 3: Spring / Summer 2020 

3.3.1 Objectives of Phase 3

The original intention for this stage was to use a similar approach to previous phases 
including face to face briefings and public events, supported by online content. 
However, the outbreak of Covid-19 in March 2019 and Government guidance 
on social distancing measures to reduce social interaction meant that this usual 
approach was no longer possible. Grosvenor revised their approach in line with 
this and used a comprehensive range of digital and print methods to keep people 
informed and respond to any questions.

The objective of the third phase of consultation was to share detailed proposals, 
including information on how these had evolved in response to previous phases, and 
to enable the community to provide feedback from an informed perspective. 

Grosvenor sought to present and receive feedback through a range of channels on 
the: 
- Overall proposals  
- Proposed mix of uses 
- Key locations 
- Design of buildings 
- Proposed improvements to the public spaces 
- Engagement approach  

3.3.2 Methods and materials

Method and material Approach taken

Printed communications A Guide to Proposals (Appendix 9) was distributed to c.1,500 local addresses and c.150 
people on the mailing list on 28 April 2020. This also included a tear off feedback form 
that could be returned by FREEPOST and contact details for the team including phone 
number and email. 

A summary (Appendix 8) was distributed via email and sent in hard copy on 15 May 
2020, to the same distribution area, reminding people to have their say.

Project website The online exhibition via the project website was updated on 29 April which included a 
full suite of visuals (see below), details of the online survey and information about how 
to sign up to the discussion session.

It was visited 2,000 times between the end of the second consultation and 21 May. 

Briefings with local 
stakeholders

A series of briefings took place between February and June 2020 to update people on 
the emerging proposals and ask for feedback. See section 2.3.
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Public drop-ins Due to social-distancing guidance arising from the Covid-19 pandemic which made 
holding public events impossible, Grosvenor amended their engagement strategy for 
this phase; Grosvenor sought feedback on this revised approach to consultation and 
92% people thought it had been effective. 

A full suite of online, offline and print communications channels was used to ensure 
that people were kept up to date and could provide informed feedback on the detailed 
proposals. 

Social media Grosvenor promoted the online survey through a series of paid social media 
advertisements in order to encourage and capture feedback from people that might 
not be reached by traditional print or digital communications. 

These ads were viewed 42,856 times and drove 849 people to the online survey. 
The consultation was also promoted via New West End Company’s members’ letter on 
15th May which reaches 2,950 people.

Film or other visuals Computer-generated images and panoramic views of key locations were used. 

An updated fly-through film was also produced and uploaded to the website: http://
southmoltontriangle.com/downloads

Photos of the 3D scaled model were made available on the project website on 11th May 
following a conversation with a local resident who wanted to see the proposals in more 
context. 

The online survey included a series of before and after visuals to show how the area 
would be transformed. 

Online survey 
 
Feedback form

An online survey was used to collect detailed feedback on the overall proposals and key 
locations of the South Molton Triangle. Respondents were asked to share their views 
on the mix of uses, design of buildings and approach to engagement. 

The online survey was replicated in print form and sent to local households with details 
on how to return a completed form via FREEPOST.

The survey ran between 29 April and 21 May. During this time, it was visited more than 
1,500 times and 83 comments were received by 28 people.

As a thank you for participating in the consultation, Grosvenor said it would donate 
£5 to a local charity – a donation was made for £2,000 to the Westminster Foodbank 
(£140 from the survey responses + £1,860 as an additional contribution.)  

Online discussion sessions Grosvenor also hosted three online discussion sessions where members of the project 
team were on hand to talk through key topics and answer any questions stakeholders 
may have.

• 11 May 2020 – Construction, Management and Servicing (Grosvenor, WSP and 
Kanda [chair])

• 12 May 2020 – Environment & Sustainability (Grosvenor, BDP, Twin & Earth and 
Kanda [chair])

• 13 May 2020 – Design & Heritage (Grosvenor, Hopkins, DIA and Kanda [chair])

A total of 42 people joined and recordings are available on the project website: http://
southmoltontriangle.com/downloads

Phone number Due to restrictions on face-to-face contact and to ensure people had sufficient 
opportunities to speak to the project team directly, a dedicated phone number was set 
up in April 2020. One phone call was received between April and June 2020.

FREEPOST service A FREEPOST service was established via Royal Mail to ensure that people could return 
comments free of charge.
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3.3.3 Information that was shared

The Guide to Proposals and project website included the following 
information: 

• Introduction - including a letter to the community from Grosvenor 
and a brief reminder of some of the key facts and figures and the 
proposed benefits. 

• Updated masterplan - including the introduction of housing and other 
changes to the proposals in response to feedback received from the 
two previous rounds of consultation.

• Proposed mix of uses- including more detail on the proposed mix of 
uses and where they will be located within the site, this also included 
the new proposals for a hotel 40-46 Brook Street and affordable 
housing in the upper floors of 23 – 25 and 27 South Molton Street.

• Design proposals overview- including indicative computer-generated 
images with the aim of showing what the South Molton Triangle could 
look like. 

• Preserving the local context - which included details on how 
Grosvenor are retaining what is special about Mayfair and the steps 
they are taking to achieve this.

• Sustainability - including details on the sustainability credentials of 
how the South Molton Triangle will help to tackle climate change 
whilst creating a more welcoming and inclusive environment.

• Servicing and construction management - including details on 
what steps Grosvenor are taking to protect amenity through both 
construction and once operational via management and servicing.

• A typical day in the South Molton Triangle- this included details of 
Grosvenor’s vision for the site as the day and into the evening evolves 
and what the local community could expect if the proposals were to 
go forward. 

• Next steps and how to sign up to an online briefing.



3.3.4 Summary of responses:

Feedback from the third phase of consultation was positive on the detailed 
masterplan and vision for the site. Feedback was extremely positive in regard to 
the proposed mix of uses that Grosvenor want to introduce on site and the steps 
Grosvenor had taken to make sure the proposed buildings are respectful to the 
character of the area. Support also focused on Grosvenor’s amended affordable 
housing strategy with the majority of respondents pleased to see the provision of 
affordable housing on-site.

Of the 83 comments across the 9 topics: 
 

• 93% of people supported the proposals as a whole.

• 93% supported the mix of uses including new office 
space and shops of different sizes, which many felt 
would provide much-needed variety to breathe new life 
into the area.

• 90% of people wanted to see an experiential retailer 
in the flagship store, the second favourite option was 
food and drink.

• 93% were supportive of the affordable housing and the benefits that a mixed 
community would bring as a result. People wanted to see more detail around 
the housing that would be provided, and several felt that we could provide more 
housing at a range of sizes and tenures.

• 92% supported our approach to engagement and felt that the printed guide and 
online briefings were a helpful way to update people whilst public events weren’t 
possible. 

Sample Feedback Quotes:

• Local resident: “Bringing previously dead areas into the public domain to improve 
the area and visitor or residents’ experience…This development is a win-win”.

• Local business owner: “Visionary development of north Mayfair which has been 
neglected for too long…the last piece of the jigsaw puzzle that remains to be 
developed and enhanced public spaces in Mayfair.”

• Local stakeholder: “The area as it currently stands does not match with most 
people’s expectations of Mayfair. The proposals are an imaginative way of 
celebrating and building on the past while welcoming the future.”

• Local worker: “This would provide much needed vitality and life to an underused 
part of Mayfair…attractive buildings which are sensitive to the local environment 
and will provide much needed modern workspace.”

A full overview of the feedback received throughout the consultation, and 
Grosvenor’s response is outlined in Section 4. 
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87% 
positive

7% 
neutral6% 

negative
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3.3.5 Ongoing communications

3.3.5.1. Following the third phase of consultation, on the 11th June a project update 
was distributed to local addresses (Appendix 2), emailed to the mailing list and 
uploaded to the project website. This included a summary of the feedback 
received, answers to frequently asked questions and details on changes that 
were proposed in light of the feedback. 
 
Grosvenor confirmed that in response to comments received, they were also 
proposing 22 private homes at the upper levels of South Molton Street. There 
were also some changes to improve the layouts of the affordable homes, 
meaning that were would be 11 affordable homes, making 33 homes in total.  
 
This update also included some information on the approach taken to introduce 
additional planting to the public spaces, office and residential terraces as well 
as climbing plants to green the buildings. It concluded by giving an overview of 
next steps, including anticipated timings and approach to sharing the submitted 
proposals.

 



4.1 The section summarises the feedback received throughout the consultation 
process. Feedback has been obtained through ongoing engagement with local 
stakeholders as outlined in section 2 and via a number of channels as also set out in 
section 2. 

The phased approach means that Grosvenor has been able to listen to feedback and 
incorporate changes to the proposals where possible. These changes are outlined in 
the following section. 

4.2 An amalgam of the feedback throughout the consultation is grouped into a 
number of key themes: 

• Approach to engagement and consultation 
• Overall
• Mix of uses

 - Shops, restaurants and cafés 
 - Housing
 - Offices
 - Hotel
 - Impact of Covid-19 on businesses (new and existing)

• Design of buildings
 - Heritage
 - Height and massing 

• Public space
• Servicing and management
• Construction  

4.2.1 Approach to engagement and consultation 

There has been overall support regarding the consultation approach and extent of 
local engagement. 

• Phase 1: 100% of responses found the public exhibition helpful and felt that it was 
“well presented” and that the Grosvenor team were “well informed” with “good 
communication”

• Phase 2: People that attended the public exhibition shared feedback that it was 
“had constructive information from friendly staff” and was “very informative and 
transparent with a good range of graphics” 

• Phase 3: 92% supported our approach to engagement and felt that the printed 
guide and online briefings were a helpful way to update people whilst public 
events weren’t allowed. 

The phased process has enabled people to be involved at an early stage and to give 
comments as the plans emerge; this has been appreciated by participants and has 
produced a better proposal for planning submission.

4. Summary of feedback and 
responses to issues raised
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Existing relationships with local stakeholders and stakeholder groups have been 
strengthened and new partnerships have been established with the South Molton 
Triangle team. 

The ambition to continue these effective working relationships post-submission and 
during the delivery of the project (subject to permission) have been received well.  
 

4.2.2 Overall

Throughout the engagement process over the past 2 years, many of those consulted 
have been supportive of the overall vision for the South Molton Triangle. Many have 
responded positively to various details of the proposals as they have evolved. 

• At the first consultation (July 2018) 92%, people stated that they would visit the 
South Molton Triangle. 

• At the second consultation (January 2019), 95% of people agreed that the South 
Molton Triangle would be a positive addition to Mayfair.

• At the third consultation (April/May 2020) 93% of respondents supported the 
proposals for the South Molton Triangle. 

 - 93% supported the mix of uses including new office space and shops of 
different sizes, which many felt would provide much-needed variety to 
breathe new life into the area.

 - 93% were supportive of the affordable housing and the benefits that a mixed 
community would bring as a result.  

Other key areas of support focused around:

• Investment in the area which many felt is underutilised, particularly South Molton 
Lane and Davies Mews.

• Improved accessibility and more inviting pedestrian routes through the area.

• Retention of the architectural character of the area and preservation of heritage 
buildings through sensitive design, whilst making them fit for the 21st century.

• Reduced number of vehicles coming into the area via the consolidated servicing 
and delivery strategy.

• Celebration of the area’s rich heritage through public art, including the culverted 
River Tyburn. 

Across the briefings and public drop-ins there were very few dissenting voices and 
no significant opposition to the proposals. The majority of questions and concerns at 
the early phases of consultation focused around a need for further information, which 
were responded to through subsequent engagement. These areas included: 

• Detailed designs, ensuring that they fit in with the character of the area (Phase 1)

• Approach to accommodating the additional visitors to the area (Phase 1)

• Timing of proposals and why it had not been brought forward earlier (Phase 1) 

• Approach to servicing the South Molton Triangle (Phase 1 and 2)

• Construction programme and delivery schedule (Phase 1 and 2)

At the third public consultation in April/May 2020 - where more detailed proposals 
were shared – 6% (5) people did not support the detailed proposals. The following 
areas were raised as issues: 



• Approach to ensuring the character of the area is maintained, one individual felt 
this had not been achieved elsewhere in the borough;

• Over-pedestrianisation of the area and reduction of vehicular access;

• Types of retailers that would be included, one individual felt that there was not a 
need for more cafés in the area;

• Impact of Covid-19 on the proposals or the types of businesses that would be 
attracted to the area; and

• Whether or not public toilets would be provided.

A clear response was given to key issues or questions raised during the third phase 
of consultation via the June project update, which was distributed to local homes and 
uploaded to the project website on the 11th June (Appendix 11).   
 
 

4.2.3 Mix of uses: general 

• At the initial consultation, Grosvenor were keen to understand people’s 
connection to the area and how different groups (residents, workers and visitors) 
used the South Molton Triangle today. 

• Grosvenor also invited suggestions for how the area could be improved, including 
the mix of uses that people felt were currently missing. 

• As well as inviting suggestions, Grosvenor also tested an initial ground floor plan 
that indicated the range of uses which could be provided. When asked whether or 
not people supported the mix of uses, 100% of the 20 responses were in favour 
of this proposed mix, particularly the retention of Gray Antiques at 58 Davies 
Street and the Running Horse Pub at 50 Davies Street, and the provision of more 
places to eat and drink. 

• There has continued to be overall support for the mix of uses, which are generally 
seen as a positive addition to the neighbourhood; 93% of response to the phase 3 
consultation supported the proposed mix of uses that included:

 - Shops, restaurants and cafés;
 - Housing;
 - Offices; and
 - Hotel.
 - Specific feedback in relation to each of these is given below.  

 

4.2.3.1 Mix of uses: shops, restaurants and cafés

• The retention and delivery of more, better quality food and beverage services 
was generally welcomed, and when tested during the third phase of consultation, 
it was the second favourite option for the flagship retail store on Davies Street  
requested by respondees. This was with the caveat that the additional food and 
beverage offer was appropriately managed and did not impact on neighbouring 
residential amenity. 

• Across the second and third phases of consultation, the potential occupants 
of the micro-units at the upper end of South Molton Lane and the flagship unit 
on the corner of Davies Mews and Davies Street were of particular interest to 
consultees who were keen to understand Grosvenor’s proposed letting strategy. 
During the third phase of consultation, 90% of consultees wanted to see an 
experiential retailer occupy the flagship unit. 
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• Throughout the consultation Grosvenor has advised that the details of the retail 
offer, and particular brands that they hope to attract, could not be confirmed as 
the market may move over the coming years, but welcomed feedback as to what 
uses the community would like to see in these locations which will help inform 
their future letting strategy. 

• Grosvenor also confirmed through the consultation to respondees that their 
ambition is to curate a range of retail tenants that will offer different price points 
in order to ensure that the retail offer meets the needs of residents, workers, and 
visitors with the micro units along South Molton Lane expected to be particularly 
attractive to smaller, more independent retail. 

4.2.3.2 Mix of uses: housing 

• The provision of affordable housing was also a regular point of discussion with 
consultees. During the first and second phases of consultation Grosvenor had 
outlined the ambition to provide homes elsewhere on their Estate in London, 
however a number of consultees were keen to see the provision of affordable 
housing on site. A minority of responses felt that this site was not an appropriate 
location for affordable housing. 

• The future relocation of Browns (from 23-27 South Molton Street to 39 Brook 
Street) provided an opportunity for Grosvenor to address this request and 
ultimately facilitated the introduction of affordable homes as part of Grosvenor’s 
proposals. 

• At the third round of consultation, Grosvenor outlined that c.12 homes would be 
provided through the proposals.  93% of people were supportive of the proposed 
delivery of affordable housing and the benefits that a mixed community would 
bring as a result.

• Following the third phase of consultation, a further update was provided on 11th 
June (Appendix 11) to confirm that in response to feedback received, Grosvenor 
are also proposing 22 private homes at the upper levels of South Molton Street. 
This update also confirmed some key changes to improve the layouts of the 
affordable homes, making some larger and ensuring that 5 have access to 
outside terraces – meaning that there would be 11 affordable homes in total and 
33 homes overall.  

4.2.3.3 Mix of uses: offices

• Feedback from the third phase of consultation highlighted that 93% of 
consultees supported the proposed mix of uses, including the delivery of new 
office space in the Core Central Activities Zone and which would generate local 
spend, create new jobs and help to animate the area throughout the day. 

• Whilst a significant majority did welcome the delivery of more office space, some 
consultees in the earlier phases of consultation did request the provision of some 
co-working or smaller, office space through the redevelopment. Grosvenor did 
explore this opportunity, particularly in the upper levels of 10 and 15-25 and 27 
South Molton Street.  However, in order to meet the City Council’s policy priorities 
and deliver a truly mixed-use development, it was decided that these would be 
used to provide a mix of private and affordable residential accommodation. 

4.2.3.4 Mix of uses: hotel

• Key Change – 40 to 46 Brook Street: After the final phase of consultation, 93% 
of people supported the mix of uses, which most people felt would help bring the 
area to life. Within this context, many consultees were interested in learning more 
about what 40–46 Brook Street could be used for. 
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• After considering a range of potential uses and feedback from consultees for the 
listed townhouses at 40–46 Brook Street, Grosvenor is proposing to include a 
31-bed hotel with a restaurant open to the public facing onto Davies Mews and 
a basement bar. This use was received well with 100% of those answering the 
question “Do you support the proposal of a hotel at 40-46 Brook Street?”, with 
the answer “yes”.  
 

4.2.4 Impact of Covid-19 on businesses (new and existing)

• Feedback from the third phase of consultation highlighted that 81% of responses 
agreed that the proposals would help local businesses bounce back from 
the challenges caused by Covid-19. Many felt that improved public spaces 
were needed to help encourage people back to central London and provide 
opportunities for restaurants and cafés to increase their trade.

• In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, a number of consultees were keen to 
understand the potential impact this could have on the type of retailers that 
would be attracted to the area. Grosvenor appreciated the concerns some 
consultees had and noted that the earliest this project would be delivered is 2026 
meaning there is time to assess and consider the impact of Covid-19 and respond 
accordingly. Grosvenor also reiterated that they would work closely with incoming 
retailers to ensure that they thrive in the Triangle and noted the need to be 
sensitive in regenerating the site and minimising disruption through construction 
to neighbouring commercial properties. This response was outlined in a project 
update that was distributed in on 11 June.   
 
 

4.2.5 Design of buildings  

4.2.5.1 Design of buildings: Heritage

• During the initial phase of consultation, Grosvenor were keen to understand 
the local priorities for the key considerations to be taken into account when 
developing the design proposals for the South Molton Triangle. They tested a 
series of design principles that included:

• Respect for heritage and the character of Mayfair, including listed buildings on or 
adjacent to the South Molton Triangle 

• Concentrating height into the centre of the development and using existing 
buildings to provide character and scale

• Grosvenor were particularly keen to understand the community’s relationship 
to the historic buildings located within the site. Grosvenor established through 
dialogue with local people that the site is much loved locally with many local 
people fond of the varied and eclectic architecture as well as the listed buildings, 
and that these would need to be respected and celebrated as the proposals 
evolve.

• The proposals have evolved in line with this, and at the second and third phases 
of consultation, the majority of consultees commented verbally and in writing that 
in their view the proposed new designs and massing respect the character and 
heritage of the area.  During the second round of consultation when the emerging 
approach to design and massing was presented, 90% of consultees agreed that 
the proposed new architecture and massing was respectful of the listed buildings 
found in the area. 
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4.2.5.2 Design of buildings: Height and massing

• During the third phase of consultation, 86% of respondees agreed that the 
set back North Block behind 1-8 Davies Mews was successful in retaining 
the character of the listed façade. Consultees also particularly supported 
the reconstruction and enhancements to the 56 Davies Street facade, which 
feedback told us is an important, albeit unlisted, building within the South Molton 
Triangle.  Some queries were raised during the third round of consultation as to 
why Grosvenor was seeking to bring the building line forward when the façade for 
56 Davies Street is reconstructed, and it was confirmed that this reinstates the 
original Georgian building line along Davies Street.

• Key Change - South Building (Brook Street): During the second phase of 
consultation, 76% of people were supportive of the emerging designs and 
heights of the new buildings. However 10% of people were concerned about 
the height of the proposed new buildings, particularly of the South Block, when 
viewed from Davies Street and Brook Street, and that this was not in-keeping with 
the context of the local area. This point was echoed in writing by WCC officers. In 
response Grosvenor confirmed that the proposals seek to concentrate the height 
in the centre of the site to minimise the visual impact of the new buildings from 
ground level and that the proposals were informed by the height of neighbouring 
buildings whilst it was also noted that the North and South Blocks are both lower 
in height than 65 Davies Street and Claridge’s Hotel. Grosvenor also clarified 
that their proposed office buildings would be within the 9 storeys of the Hanover 
Square over station development. 

• For the third phase of consultation, when reflecting upon this feedback and 
discussions with officers, Grosvenor reduced the height of the proposed South 
building by one storey, meaning the building is now ground plus 7 storeys 
(previously 8 storeys). Further to reducing the height of the South Block, 
Grosvenor also set back the new South Block behind a series of gable roofs 
fronting Davies Mews, to reflect the style of the adjacent building at 40 South 
Molton Lane and elsewhere in Mayfair.

• Key Change – Brookfield House: Brookfield House (44 – 48 Davies Street and 62 
and 64 Brook Street) sits at a prominent location on the corner of Davies Street 
and Brook Street. In the second phase of consultation, Grosvenor proposed 
to replace this entire building due to the challenge of aligning commercial 
floorplates with the existing façade and because the building is not listed.  
However some consultees felt that this had an impact on the character of the 
street. When considering this feedback, that was reflected in discussion with 
Historic England, Grosvenor decided to take an alternative approach which was 
presented at the third phase of consultation. Grosvenor proposed to carefully 
dismantle the stone façade and re-construct and ‘stretch it’ using the original 
materials where possible and new, carefully matched Portland stone. The building 
is also proposed to be brought forward to align with other neighbouring buildings 
on Brook Street. This is despite obtaining a Certificate of Immunity from listing for 
this building in the meantime. 

• It was also noted during consultation that the proposed materiality of the 
upper levels of the North Block needed to be carefully considered, with some 
consultees querying the use of solid materials as they felt it may be overbearing 
when seen in some key local views.  In response, Grosvenor reiterated that they 
are keen to ensure that this character is maintained throughout their proposals 
and that the team have spent almost two years considering the design approach 
to these buildings to ensure that design “clues” found in the existing buildings 
are used to influence the design and to ensure that the varied character of the 
buildings is preserved, enhanced and celebrated.
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During the third public consultation 6 of the 7 people that responded directly to the 
question regarding design of the buildings were supportive. Reasons for support 
included:

• “Balanced re-invention of current buildings”

• “Good design principles that respect and enhance the unique quality of our area”

• “Attractive buildings which are sensitive to the local environment”

The 1 person remaining had ‘no view’ and stated:

• “I’m always concerned about adding height to buildings in what is still a low/
medium rise streetscape, though I support your principle of concentrating height 
in the centre to minimise the visual impact of the new buildings from ground 
level.” 
 

4.2.6 Public space

• As public spaces are an integral element of Grosvenor’s proposals for the 
South Molton Triangle and indeed its Mayfair estate, Grosvenor were keen to 
understand the local community’s current relationship with the public spaces 
within the site and how these could be improved as part of their proposals. When 
asking “What would you like to see more of in this area?” through the first phase 
of consultation, the delivery of more greenery and seating were the top two 
responses.

• Feedback from the second phase of consultation showed that 50% of people 
supported the introduction of a new cut through at 10 South Molton Street, 
with only 6% not supporting it introduction. The majority of consultees have 
welcomed the principle of enhanced public accessibility into and around the 
South Molton Triangle in a more active, welcoming neighbourhood. 

• During the first phase of consultation, some comments were made to the project 
team that confirmed in their view the public spaces, including South Molton Lane 
and Davies Mews, were currently of poor quality, unwelcoming and detracted 
from the area. Consultees also welcomed the principle of prioritising pedestrian 
and cycling routes that formed an essential part of Grosvenor’s approach to the 
site and would be keen to see actions taken to further discourage vehicular traffic 
from the local area. 

• The proposed improvements to existing pedestrian routes through the area, 
including the widened pavements along Davies Street and Brook Street, were 
also received well. 

• Some discussions also focussed on the potential for conflict between servicing 
vehicles and pedestrians in Davies Mews and on South Molton Lane in the 
morning period which Grosvenor confirmed they would seek to manage through 
their on-site operational team.  Grosvenor also confirmed that pedestrians would 
have priority in Davies Mews after midday once servicing has completed.

• During the third phase of consultation, a few people felt that Grosvenor could 
have gone further and sought to wholly pedestrianise the streets including 
neighbouring Davies Street.  In response Grosvenor confirmed that Davies 
Street was a public highway and the decision was ultimately one for the highway 
authority.  However, Grosvenor are committed to designing the public spaces 
in such a way as to prioritise pedestrians by widening the pavements on Brook 
Street and Davies Street, and introducing outdoor seating and greenery on 
Davies Mews. Grosvenor is also working with other owner landowners in the area 
along South Molton Lane but are unable to commit to this as part of the planning 
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application.

• Several consultees during the third phase of consultation noted that they would 
have liked public toilets introduced as part of the proposals, as the area sometimes 
suffers from anti-social behaviour. Grosvenor confirmed that whilst they are not 
proposing public toilets at this location, the restaurants and some of the shops will 
have toilets. There are also public toilets located nearby on Barrett Street, north of 
Oxford Street and at Green Park station.  

• A number of comments throughout the consultation phases have emphasised the 
desire to see more urban greening introduced to help increase biodiversity in the 
area. Grosvenor have confirmed that they are working closely with BDP and Arup to 
introduce additional trees and planting in the public spaces, on the terraces of the 
new offices as well as climbing plants to green the buildings wherever it is possible 
to do so. 
 

4.2.7 Servicing

• Some consultees were concerned about the potential increase in traffic on 
South Molton Lane and the impact of displaced parking on neighbouring streets. 
Grosvenor appreciate the concerns some consultees had and confirmed it 
would seek consent to restrict vehicle access to Davies Mews through a Traffic 
Management Order, which would mean that only servicing vehicles could use this 
route (between 7am-12pm) and that they will continue to work with neighbouring 
landowners to explore how traffic could also be restricted along South Molton Lane.  
In the second phase of consultation, 94% of respondees supported this ambition 
for Davies Mews to be more pedestrian-friendly with servicing limited to designated 
hours.

• In response to questions, Grosvenor also noted that the demand for on-street 
parking in Westminster has reduced in recent years, in line with general trends 
observed across London. To ensure that future demand for parking and servicing 
can be met, the kerbside parking adjacent to the Triangle on Davies Street and 
Brook Street – currently for residents, motorcycles and pay and display - is being 
reviewed as part of the proposals. The consolidated servicing and reduced delivery 
vehicles associated with the proposals will also help to free-up additional kerbside 
space.

• Two consultees raised concerns about servicing in the third phase of consultation 
– one of whom was keen to receive more detail.  In response, Grosvenor confirmed 
their commitment to undertaking servicing in a considerate manner and their 
ambition to consolidate servicing vehicles as much as possible in order to reduce 
vehicular traffic in north Mayfair.  
 

4.2.8 Construction

• During phases 1 and 2 of consultation people fed back to Grosvenor that they would 
like to see more information on the construction programme during the third phase 
of consultation. People were particularly keen to see the extent of any proposed 
demolition and what would be done to minimise any adverse impacts it may have.

• In response and as part of the third phase of consultation, Grosvenor set up an 
online briefing which focused on construction and management and the feedback 
received from previous rounds of consultation.  The  was also recorded and posted 
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on the consultation website for those that were unable to attend the briefing 
live. Grosvenor are also committed to submitting a detailed draft Construction 
Management Plan alongside the application which members of the community will 
have the opportunity to comment on. 

• Grosvenor confirmed that they will work closely with the City Council and local 
residents to ensure that any adverse impacts during construction are kept to 
a minimum, that all the obligations of the Considerate Constructor Scheme 
are adhered to and that there is a consistent flow of information and regular 
communication.  Any contractor will also sign up to the Council’s Code of 
Construction Practice and Grosvenor will create a Resident Liaison Group. 
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Conclusion

• Grosvenor has undertaken an 
extensive consultation exercise, 
spread over three phases across 
more than two years on its 
emerging proposals for the future 
of the South Molton Triangle.  

• The consultation has sought to 
ensure that Grosvenor’s ambitions 
for the site align wherever 
possible with those of local 
residents, workers, businesses 
and visitors in order to deliver 
genuine, transformational change 
in north Mayfair. The initial vision 
and principles were tested at 
an early phase to understand 
people’s perceptions of the site 
and ideas, and subsequent rounds 
of consultation on the detailed 
proposals.

• In terms of the overall proposals, 
these have benefitted from strong 
support at both the second and 
third phases of consultation, 
with 93% of respondees during 
the third phase of consultation 
supporting Grosvenor’s proposals 
and ambitions, including the 
proposed mix of uses and approach 
to affordable housing which was 
an area of interest throughout the 
consultation.

• Heritage, height and massing 
has been a key consideration 
throughout the phases of 
consultation with many respondees 
in the first phase of consultation 
keen to ensure that any proposals 
respected the heritage and 
architecture of the area.  As 
the proposals evolved, 90% of 
consultees in the second phase 
of consultation felt that the 
emerging scheme was respectful, 
however, 10% of consultees held 
reservations in this regard.  To 

address this concern, Grosvenor 
reduced the height of the proposed 
South Block by one storey and 
also set it back behind a series of 
gable roofs fronting Davies Mews, 
to reflect the style of the buildings 
found elsewhere in Mayfair and 
the adjacent stable building behind 
40–46 Brook Street.

• The future of Brookfield House 
(44-48 Davies Street) was also 
of significant interest throughout 
the consultation and in response 
to feedback, between the second 
and third phase of consultation, 
Grosvenor resolved to rebuild and 
stretch the façade to ensure the 
proposals still deliver high quality 
commercial floorspace, whilst 
continuing to respect the heritage 
of the area.

• Delivering new, high quality 
public spaces sits at the heart 
of Grosvenor’s ambitions for 
the South Molton Triangle.  In 
response to discussions with 
consultees about the potential for 
conflict between servicing and 
pedestrian movement, Grosvenor 
has confirmed their intention for 
the area to become pedestrian 
priority from midday Monday to 
Saturday, and all day Sunday, with 
access actively managed by their 
on-site operational  team and this 
approach was supported by 94% 
of consultees during the second 
phase of consultation.  

• In response to a clearly articulated 
desire to see more greening and 
seating, Grosvenor has committed 
to working closely with BDP and 
Arup to introduce additional trees 
and planting in the public spaces, on 
the terraces of the new offices and 
homes as well as climbing plants to 
green the buildings wherever it is 
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possible to do so.

• Construction also remains a 
sensitive issue locally particularly 
with businesses already concerned 
about their ability to trade in light 
of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.  
Grosvenor has therefore committed 
to undertake any construction as 
sensitively as possible, using the 
best contractors and work with 
neighbours through an ongoing 
Community Liaison Group.

• The retail strategy for the site also 
remains of considerable interest 
to consultees, with local people 
particularly keen to see the delivery 
of more local amenity retail in this 
part of north Mayfair.  Grosvenor 
has committed to sharing details of 
its emerging retail strategy for the 
site, subject to securing planning 
permission and based upon an 
understanding of the future retail 
market, as this evolves in the 
coming months and years.  

Next Steps

• Grosvenor will continue to respond 
to requests for information and 
offer local stakeholders and close 
neighbours the opportunity to 
discuss the proposals. A summary 
of the proposals, including details 
on how to participate in the 
statutory consultation, will be 
distributed once the application 
is validated. The project website 
remains open and continues to host 
all the material across the three 
phases of consultation and provide 
the contact details of the team, 
so the community can continue 
to contact Grosvenor with any 
questions on the plans. 

• Grosvenor will also maintain 
engagement with local young 
people and continue the dialogue 
through the partnership with the 
Young Westminster Foundation. 
Grosvenor will involve young people 
in the conversation about the future 
of Mayfair to ensure it works for 
young people, including specific 
projects relating to the proposals 

for the South Molton Triangle. 

• As well as working with 
Westminster City Council on 
planning and construction 
management issues, Grosvenor 
will (subject to planning permission 
and listed building consent 
being granted) continue to keep 
people informed in advance 
of construction commencing 
through a detailed Construction 
Management Plan. A draft of this 
document is submitted alongside 
this application.

• Grosvenor is committed to 
maintaining engagement with 
the local community throughout 
the planning process through the 
establishment of a Community 
Liaison Group. Grosvenor’s long-
term role in Mayfair and the 
consultation to date has created 
a solid foundation for local 
engagement that would continue 
during construction phases and 
management of a redeveloped 
South Molton Triangle.
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Appendix 1.  
Invitations to Phase 1 public exhibition 

Grosvenor Britain & Ireland 
would like to invite you to  
public consultation drop-ins  
on the emerging proposals for 
the South Molton Triangle 

The drops-ins will be at  
10 South Molton Street 
TUESDAY 17 JULY   
09.00 – 15.00
THURSDAY 19 JULY   
15.30 – 19.30
SATURDAY 21 JULY   
10.00 – 16.00  

www.southmoltontriangle.com 

The South Molton Triangle is an area bounded by  
Davies Street, Brook Street and South Molton Street. 

Our proposals are at an early stage and this is the  
first round of public consultation. We would really  
like to hear your views. 

We believe the South Molton Triangle has considerable 
potential to become a positive addition to the future  
of Mayfair and meet the needs of local people,  
Londoners and visitors.

T H E  
S O U T H M O LT O N  
T R I A N G L E

If you would like any further 
information, please contact  
the team at: 
SouthMoltonTriangle@grosvenor.com 
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Appendix 2.  
Distribution area for the invitation letters

Boundary of the South Molton Triangle shown in red. 



Appendix 3.  
Phase 1 Exhibition Boards: 
Available to download at www.southmoltontriangle.com
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THE  
SOUTH MOLTON  
TRIANGLE

This is the first public 
drop-in organised by 
Grosvenor Britain & 
Ireland for the South 
Molton Triangle
What you will see displayed today:

•  Our rationale for addressing the future of this area,  
driven by the changing context of the West End and Mayfair

•  How our proposals relate to, and complement, the Mayor  
of London and City Council’s ambitions as well as our own  
20-year Vision

• Our initial vision and proposals for the South Molton Triangle.

Please also take the opportunity to meet members of our  
team and discuss any aspect of the proposals with them.

We look forward to hearing your ideas and suggestions  
on our proposals by:

• Talking to us in person

• Completing a feedback form

• Visiting our website – www.southmoltontriangle.com

• E-mailing us on southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com

Visit www.southmoltontriangle.com  
and leave your comment on our  
interactive map.

Aerial view of the South Molton Triangle



Appendix 4.  
Phase 1 Feedback Form
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We are very interested in your views on our initial proposals for the South Molton Triangle as 
these will help shape how we take our design forward. Please take a few minutes to complete 
the following questionnaire and share your thoughts.

Your contact details

By providing your details you agree to be contacted by Grosvenor in relation to the South Molton Triangle. We will keep your information 
on file until the development is complete. We will not pass your details to any third party. You can be removed from the mailing list at 
any time by contacting southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com 

Name:  

Address:  

E-mail:  

We want to know what you think of our emerging proposals for the South Molton Triangle

What is it that you particularly like? 

What aspects, if any, cause you concern? 

Do you think you will visit the South Molton Triangle?   Yes  /  No  

Reasons 

Do you support the proposed mix of uses?     Yes  /  No  

Reasons 

What would you like to see included in the plans?

P.T.O

Feedback Form
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Phase 1 Feedback Form
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Appendix 5.  
Invitation to Phase 2 public exhibition
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Invitation to an exhibition on the 
transformation of  the South Molton 
Triangle
Grosvenor Britain & Ireland would like to invite you to our 
second public consultation drop-in at 3 & 4 Davies Mews.

Please join us to see the progress we have made since last 
July in our plans for transforming the South Molton Triangle 
into a new and exciting part of Mayfair. 

We have received a lot of feedback through the consultation 
to date and this has contributed to our evolving plans.

Last July we were at an early stage in the process. We 
showed you our masterplan for the area as well as the 
changing context of the West End. This time, we will show 
you our emerging ideas for the streets 
and buildings. We hope the images and 
accompanying film will give you a feel of 
what the South Molton Triangle will be 
like. 

Please come and meet our team - we 
would very much like to hear your 
comments and feedback.

We look forward to welcoming you.

Bond St

D
avies Street 

Davies Mews 

South M
olton Street 

South M
olton Lane

Oxford Street 

Brook Street 

Cut through
South Molton passage 

Public Drop-ins
3&4

Tuesday 29 January   08.00 - 14.00 
Wednesday 30 January  12.00 - 15.00
Thursday 31 January  15.00 - 20.00

If you would like any further information, please contact us at 
southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com or call on 020 7312 6212. 
www.southmoltontriangle.com



Appendix 6.  
Phase 2 Exhibition Boards 
Available to download at www.southmoltontriangle.com 
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THE SOUTH  
MOLTON TRIANGLE  

CONSULTATION  
PHASE 2 PACK

www.southmoltontriangle.com



Appendix 7.  
Phase 2 Feedback Form
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Feedback Form
Phase 2 Consultation

OVERALL:

Please circle as appropriate

Do you like our plans for the South Molton Triangle? 

Yes / No / No view 

What is it that you particularly like? 

What aspects do you dislike? 

Do you think that the South Molton Triangle will be a positive addition 
to Mayfair?

Yes / No / No view 

Why? 

We would like to know your views on: 

THE EMERGING DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDINGS

Like / Dislike / No view

Why? 

THE HEIGHT OF THE PROPOSED NEW BUILDINGS 

Like / Dislike / No view

Why? 

We have thought carefully about how we retain the character of 
Mayfair in the South Molton Triangle. We have done this by celebrating 
the historic buildings, retaining frontages and setting back the new 
buildings to reduce the visual impact from street level.

Do you think we have been successful in this?

Yes / No / No view

Do you think that our buildings are respectful of the listed buildings in 
the area? Yes / No / No view 

Why? 

THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PUBLIC SPACES

Do you like our initial ideas for enhancing the public spaces?

Yes / No / No view 

Why? 

We are very interested to hear your views as it will help us to further refine and shape our proposals. Please take a 
few minutes to complete the following questionnaire and share your thoughts. If you would prefer, a member of the 
team can complete the form for you. 

YOUR CONTACT DETAILS

By providing your details you agree to be contacted by Grosvenor about the South Molton Triangle. We will keep your information on file until 
the development is complete. We will not pass your details to any third party. 

You can be removed from the mailing list at any time by contacting southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com 

Name: 

Address: 

Email: 

Please circle as appropriate: Local Resident / Local Worker / Visitor

P.T.O

SPECIFIC AREAS: 

We have presented a number of views of public spaces across the 
South Molton Triangle that we would like to hear your comments on. 

ARRIVAL FROM OXFORD STREET

Do you like the proposed improvements? Yes / No / No view 

Why? 

Are there other improvements that you would like to see?

DAVIES STREET

Do you like the proposed improvements? Yes / No / No view 

Why? 

Do you like our approach taken to maintain the historic character of 
the northern part of Davies Street by retaining, re-positioning and 
extending the stone façade of number 56 (former army building)?

Yes / No / No view 

Why? 
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Phase 2 Feedback Form
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Appendix 8.  
Phase 3 Summary
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Tell us what you think 
of the South Molton 
Triangle

Indicative computer-generated image of 
Davies Mews and South Molton Lane

Indicative computer-generated image of 
40-46 Brook Street

W: www.southmoltontriangle.com E: southmoltontriangle@grosvenor.com P: 020 7312 6278

We want to hear your views 

Please share your feedback with us 
by Monday 25th May via the online 

survey 
thesouthmoltontriangle.commonplace.is.

If you’d prefer to share your feedback 
over the phone, please call us on 

020 7312 6278. 

A new era for this much 
loved but underused 
corner of Mayfair.

The proposals would create 
elegant, greener, welcoming 
streets, more shops, jobs and 
homes that are accessible to 
more people, while preserving 
what’s great about Mayfair.

Scan the QR code 
using your phone 

camera to visit the 
survey

For each response received, we will donate £5 to a local charity and 
you’ll be asked to vote for which charity you’d like to support once 

the survey is closed. 



Appendix 9.  
Phase 3 Guide to proposals 
Available to download at www.southmoltontriangle.com
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Appendix 10.  
Phase 3 Feedback form 
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Appendix 10.  
Phase 3 Feedback form 
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Appendix 10.  
Phase 3 Feedback form 
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Appendix 11.  
June project update 
Available to download at www.southmoltontriangle.com






